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ABOUT THE BOOKABOUT THE BOOK

““"Where did Narnia come from?”"Where did Narnia come from?”

The answer will change everything.The answer will change everything.

          Megs Devonshire is brilliant with numbers and equations,Megs Devonshire is brilliant with numbers and equations,

on a scholarship at Oxford, and dreams of solving the greateston a scholarship at Oxford, and dreams of solving the greatest

mysteries of physics.mysteries of physics.

          She prefers the dependability of facts—except for one: theShe prefers the dependability of facts—except for one: the

younger brother she loves with all her heart doesn’t have longyounger brother she loves with all her heart doesn’t have long

to live. When George becomes captivated by a brand-newto live. When George becomes captivated by a brand-new

book called The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe and begsbook called The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe and begs

her to find out where Narnia came from, there’s no way sheher to find out where Narnia came from, there’s no way she

can refuse.can refuse.

          Despite her timidity about approaching the famous author,Despite her timidity about approaching the famous author,

Megs soon finds herself taking tea with the Oxford don andMegs soon finds herself taking tea with the Oxford don and

his own brother, imploring them for answers. What shehis own brother, imploring them for answers. What she

receives instead are more stories . . . stories of Jack Lewis’sreceives instead are more stories . . . stories of Jack Lewis’s

life, which she takes home to George.life, which she takes home to George.

          Why won’t Mr. Lewis just tell her plainly what GeorgeWhy won’t Mr. Lewis just tell her plainly what George

wants to know? The answer will reveal to Meg many truthswants to know? The answer will reveal to Meg many truths

that science and math cannot, and the gift she thought shethat science and math cannot, and the gift she thought she

was giving to her brother—the story behind Narnia—turns outwas giving to her brother—the story behind Narnia—turns out

to be his gift to her, instead: hope.to be his gift to her, instead: hope.
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ABOUT THE AUTHORABOUT THE AUTHOR

Patti Callahan is a Patti Callahan is a New York TimesNew York Times and  and USA TodayUSA Today best- best-

selling author of sixteen novels and a podcast host. She is theselling author of sixteen novels and a podcast host. She is the

recipient of The Christy Award’s Book of the Year, The Harperrecipient of The Christy Award’s Book of the Year, The Harper

Lee Distinguished Writer of the Year, and the Alabama LibraryLee Distinguished Writer of the Year, and the Alabama Library

Association Book of the Year. She is the co-host and co-Association Book of the Year. She is the co-host and co-

creator of the popular weekly online Friends and Fiction livecreator of the popular weekly online Friends and Fiction live

web show and podcast. Patti is also a contributor to the weeklyweb show and podcast. Patti is also a contributor to the weekly

life lesson essay column for life lesson essay column for Parade MagazineParade Magazine..  

A full-time author and mother of three children, she nowA full-time author and mother of three children, she now

resides in both Mountain Brook, Alabama, and Bluffton, Southresides in both Mountain Brook, Alabama, and Bluffton, South

Carolina with her husband.Carolina with her husband.
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Letter from pattiLetter from patti
Dearest Reader,Dearest Reader,

  

If you’re reading this you most likely love stories, books, and theIf you’re reading this you most likely love stories, books, and the
worlds they create for us.worlds they create for us. That very love was the origin of this novel. That very love was the origin of this novel.  

I bet you’ve wondered where your very favorite tales began. How theyI bet you’ve wondered where your very favorite tales began. How they
started. Their origin story, as it were. And that’s what I wondered aboutstarted. Their origin story, as it were. And that’s what I wondered about
Narnia. As young George Devonshire asks in this novel – “Where didNarnia. As young George Devonshire asks in this novel – “Where did
Narnia come from?”Narnia come from?”

With that in mind, I set out to find some answers. But I didn’t want justWith that in mind, I set out to find some answers. But I didn’t want just
the logical answers I read in so many wonderful books about the landthe logical answers I read in so many wonderful books about the land
behind the wardrobe. Sometimes for the larger and most beautifulbehind the wardrobe. Sometimes for the larger and most beautiful
questions, only a story will do. And I felt one stirring that might revealquestions, only a story will do. And I felt one stirring that might reveal
exactly what C.S. Lewis meant when he said “Sometimes fairy storiesexactly what C.S. Lewis meant when he said “Sometimes fairy stories
may say best what needs to be said.”may say best what needs to be said.”

Although an author’s life and reading might inform a story in someAlthough an author’s life and reading might inform a story in some
ways, there are also large swaths of story-source that are altogetherways, there are also large swaths of story-source that are altogether
imaginative, mysterious and transcendent. This is what I wanted toimaginative, mysterious and transcendent. This is what I wanted to
express in this story you hold in your hand.express in this story you hold in your hand.

As the Irish poet and philosopher, John O’Donohue once wrote, “AAs the Irish poet and philosopher, John O’Donohue once wrote, “A
book is a path of words which take the heart in new directions.” Andbook is a path of words which take the heart in new directions.” And
that is what I long to show you: how Narnia does that for us all.that is what I long to show you: how Narnia does that for us all.

With Love,With Love,

Patti CallahanPatti Callahan
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CHAT WITH PATTICHAT WITH PATTI

Narnia was and is a powerful part of my life, and yet I’ve never felt the need to dissect it likeNarnia was and is a powerful part of my life, and yet I’ve never felt the need to dissect it like
a specimen on a laboratory slide, or take it apart to find its inner workings, but about a yeara specimen on a laboratory slide, or take it apart to find its inner workings, but about a year
ago I found myself wanting to convey the power of its mythology in our lives. Part of what Iago I found myself wanting to convey the power of its mythology in our lives. Part of what I
set out to show is that an author’s life (and reading) might inform a story in some ways, andset out to show is that an author’s life (and reading) might inform a story in some ways, and
yet there are also large swaths of story-source that are altogether imaginative, mysteriousyet there are also large swaths of story-source that are altogether imaginative, mysterious
and transcendent. I’m fascinated how Narnia transforms us; how the power of story can’t beand transcendent. I’m fascinated how Narnia transforms us; how the power of story can’t be
fully be explained no matter how much we want to quantify and list its logical associations.fully be explained no matter how much we want to quantify and list its logical associations.

What inspired this story?What inspired this story?

Oh the balance is tricky, a tightrope I can fall off if I am not careful! I believe that the bonesOh the balance is tricky, a tightrope I can fall off if I am not careful! I believe that the bones
of the story, which are the facts, must be weighty and solid. A compelling novel must be builtof the story, which are the facts, must be weighty and solid. A compelling novel must be built
around those factual bones. What makes most stories compelling is the drive of thearound those factual bones. What makes most stories compelling is the drive of the
emotional journey of our character, and that is where the fictional aspect comes into play.emotional journey of our character, and that is where the fictional aspect comes into play.
We must, as historical fiction novelists on this side of their life, do our best to discover notWe must, as historical fiction novelists on this side of their life, do our best to discover not
only the facts but also the emotional truth of their lives. I keep my ears and eyes and heartonly the facts but also the emotional truth of their lives. I keep my ears and eyes and heart
open to find the nuggets of their life that show us who they were, what they cared about andopen to find the nuggets of their life that show us who they were, what they cared about and
then make that come to life on the page.then make that come to life on the page.  

In both In both Once Upon a WardrobeOnce Upon a Wardrobe and  and Becoming Mrs. LewisBecoming Mrs. Lewis, you’ve written, you’ve written
fiction about real, historical people. How do you maintain the delicatefiction about real, historical people. How do you maintain the delicate
balance between being true to the history and legacy of the real personbalance between being true to the history and legacy of the real person
and crafting a compelling story?and crafting a compelling story?

For me, it was not an academic but a personal interest that drew me to C.S. Lewis’ books.For me, it was not an academic but a personal interest that drew me to C.S. Lewis’ books.
As a young child, I fell through the wardrobe door of Narnia and for me C.S. Lewis isAs a young child, I fell through the wardrobe door of Narnia and for me C.S. Lewis is
endlessly fascinating. He has written everything from poetry, to non-fiction to essays toendlessly fascinating. He has written everything from poetry, to non-fiction to essays to
novels to fantasy. Once an atheist who became an influential Christian apologist, his wordsnovels to fantasy. Once an atheist who became an influential Christian apologist, his words
cut straight to the marrow of our lives. His books are living things, changing and oftencut straight to the marrow of our lives. His books are living things, changing and often
becoming what we most need at different times in our lives. The poet and philosopher Johnbecoming what we most need at different times in our lives. The poet and philosopher John
O’Donohue once wrote, “A book is a path of words which take the heart in new directions,”O’Donohue once wrote, “A book is a path of words which take the heart in new directions,”
and that is exactly what Lewis does for me, and for most of us.and that is exactly what Lewis does for me, and for most of us.

C.S. Lewis is a monumental figure in the literary canon and modernC.S. Lewis is a monumental figure in the literary canon and modern
Christianity, and many find him an interesting subject of study. What is itChristianity, and many find him an interesting subject of study. What is it
about C.S. Lewis that inspired your interest in his life and influence?about C.S. Lewis that inspired your interest in his life and influence?
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REVIEWS AND PRAISEREVIEWS AND PRAISE

"Once Upon a Wardrobe"Once Upon a Wardrobe is a poignant meditation on is a poignant meditation on
the lengths we will go to for our loved ones as well asthe lengths we will go to for our loved ones as well as
a fascinating glimpse into the early life of C.S. Lewis.a fascinating glimpse into the early life of C.S. Lewis.
Patti Callahan’s beautiful, life-affirming novel is aPatti Callahan’s beautiful, life-affirming novel is a
reminder that literature lives inside us, and that whenreminder that literature lives inside us, and that when
we read someone else’s story, we understand sowe read someone else’s story, we understand so
much more about our own."much more about our own."
—Janet Skeslien Charles, award-winning author of —Janet Skeslien Charles, award-winning author of TheThe

Paris LibraryParis Library  

““Once Upon a WardrobeOnce Upon a Wardrobe is a tender, enchanting is a tender, enchanting
tribute to the power of story and the myriad ways ittribute to the power of story and the myriad ways it
can both break and heal our hearts. It is the story ofcan both break and heal our hearts. It is the story of
a dying boy and a loving sister and the path aa dying boy and a loving sister and the path a
treasured story takes from one heart to the other...ittreasured story takes from one heart to the other...it
is everything the world needs right now."is everything the world needs right now."

—Ariel Lawhon, —Ariel Lawhon, NYTNYT bestselling author of  bestselling author of I WasI Was
Anastasia and Codename HeleneAnastasia and Codename Helene  

“Enchanting and luminous, filled with the love of family, this is a story for anyone whose life has ever been“Enchanting and luminous, filled with the love of family, this is a story for anyone whose life has ever been
changed by a book. Megs and George will stretch your heart, perhaps fracture it, then shine light through thechanged by a book. Megs and George will stretch your heart, perhaps fracture it, then shine light through the
cracks and send your spirit soaring. It is impossible not to be swept away by Patti Callahan’s exploration of whatcracks and send your spirit soaring. It is impossible not to be swept away by Patti Callahan’s exploration of what
lies beneath C.S. Lewis’s beloved land of Narnia. This is storytelling at its finest, deepest, and most profound. Alies beneath C.S. Lewis’s beloved land of Narnia. This is storytelling at its finest, deepest, and most profound. A
triumph.”triumph.”    

—Lisa Wingate, #1 —Lisa Wingate, #1 NYTNYT bestselling author of  bestselling author of Before We Were Yours Before We Were Yours andand The Book of Lost Friends The Book of Lost Friends

“In this powerful, enchanting tale for all ages, readers“In this powerful, enchanting tale for all ages, readers
uncover the inspiration for Lewis' famous books, whileuncover the inspiration for Lewis' famous books, while
at the same time discovering the way in which stories—at the same time discovering the way in which stories—
and myths—weave through our existences, subtlyand myths—weave through our existences, subtly
transforming us in immeasurable ways. Stunning.”transforming us in immeasurable ways. Stunning.”  
—Marie Benedict, —Marie Benedict, NYTNYT bestselling author of  bestselling author of The MysteryThe Mystery

of Mrs. Christieof Mrs. Christie

“Callahan once again visits the life and works of C.S.“Callahan once again visits the life and works of C.S.
Lewis in this enlightening novel of logic andLewis in this enlightening novel of logic and
imagination, faith, and reason…this enchantingimagination, faith, and reason…this enchanting
novel of faith and hope is a must-read for fans ofnovel of faith and hope is a must-read for fans of
C.S. Lewis. Readers will be eager to return to theC.S. Lewis. Readers will be eager to return to the
world of ‘world of ‘The Chronicles of NarniaThe Chronicles of Narnia’ with new’ with new
insights."insights."

——Library JournalLibrary Journal (starred review) (starred review)

“Exquisitely heartfelt, “Exquisitely heartfelt, Once Upon a WardrobeOnce Upon a Wardrobe is a is a
love letter to the magic of stories. I call it thelove letter to the magic of stories. I call it the
Callahan Effect—from the first page to the last, PattiCallahan Effect—from the first page to the last, Patti
Callahan's wise and beautiful prose draws you inCallahan's wise and beautiful prose draws you in
and doesn’t let you go.”and doesn’t let you go.”

—Sarah Addison Allen, —Sarah Addison Allen, NYTNYT bestselling author of bestselling author of
First Frost and Lost LakeFirst Frost and Lost Lake  

“Callahan mines the life and work of C.S. Lewis in“Callahan mines the life and work of C.S. Lewis in
this enjoyable exploration of the power of imaginationthis enjoyable exploration of the power of imagination
to see one through difficult times...the heartfeltto see one through difficult times...the heartfelt
characters will win over sentimental readers.characters will win over sentimental readers.
Callahan’s fans will love this.”Callahan’s fans will love this.”

——Publishers WeeklyPublishers Weekly
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With a touch of fairy tale magic, With a touch of fairy tale magic, Once Upon aOnce Upon a
WardrobeWardrobe will take you behind the legend and deep will take you behind the legend and deep
into the English and Irish countryside, where you’llinto the English and Irish countryside, where you’ll
encounter not only the inspirations for one of the 20thencounter not only the inspirations for one of the 20th
century’s most beloved works, but also a tale ofcentury’s most beloved works, but also a tale of
heartache, hope, and discovery that will foreverheartache, hope, and discovery that will forever
change the Narnia you thought you knew.change the Narnia you thought you knew.
—Kristin Harmel, NYT bestselling author of —Kristin Harmel, NYT bestselling author of The ForestThe Forest

of Vanishing Starsof Vanishing Stars
  

Every page is filled with magic and wonder, withEvery page is filled with magic and wonder, with
insight and wisdom.insight and wisdom.  

—Debbie Macomber, —Debbie Macomber, NYT NYT and and USA TodayUSA Today bestselling bestselling
author of author of It’s Better This WayIt’s Better This Way and  and A Walk Along theA Walk Along the

BeachBeach
  



REVIEWS AND PRAISEREVIEWS AND PRAISE

Beautiful, tender and poignant, Beautiful, tender and poignant, Once Upon aOnce Upon a
WardrobeWardrobe is a rare treasure. Written with elegant is a rare treasure. Written with elegant
prose, warmth, and a clear passion for her subject,prose, warmth, and a clear passion for her subject,
Patti Callahan has crafted a love letter to belovedPatti Callahan has crafted a love letter to beloved
Narnia, and to the power of story to inspire, connectNarnia, and to the power of story to inspire, connect
and heal. Truly magical.and heal. Truly magical.

—Hazel Gaynor, NYT and international bestselling—Hazel Gaynor, NYT and international bestselling
author of author of When We Were Young and BraveWhen We Were Young and Brave

  

The stories of C.S. Lewis have long been a comfortThe stories of C.S. Lewis have long been a comfort
and a beacon to me, lighting the way in my darkestand a beacon to me, lighting the way in my darkest
hours. Reading Patti Callahan’s hours. Reading Patti Callahan’s Once Upon aOnce Upon a
WardrobeWardrobe, I felt just as I did upon first discovering, I felt just as I did upon first discovering
the wonders of Narnia: joy, hope, and the sustainingthe wonders of Narnia: joy, hope, and the sustaining
knowledge that grace, can be found in the pages ofknowledge that grace, can be found in the pages of
a beloved story. This remarkably moving booka beloved story. This remarkably moving book
deserves to be embraced and cherished as thedeserves to be embraced and cherished as the
classic it will undoubtedly become.classic it will undoubtedly become.  
—Jennifer Robson, internationally bestselling author—Jennifer Robson, internationally bestselling author

of The Gownof The Gown
  

This imaginative and touching book will introduceThis imaginative and touching book will introduce
readers to Narnia or remind them of why they first fell inreaders to Narnia or remind them of why they first fell in
love with the enchanting land. Among its many layerslove with the enchanting land. Among its many layers
and the characters’ many dimensions, what’s revealedand the characters’ many dimensions, what’s revealed
to readers is the importance of asking questions thatto readers is the importance of asking questions that
provide more than just one answer. It’s a wonderfullyprovide more than just one answer. It’s a wonderfully
immersive book meant for anyone who—well, anyoneimmersive book meant for anyone who—well, anyone
who loves to read!who loves to read!  

—Laura Tuzzio, —Laura Tuzzio, Hope MagazineHope Magazine
  

Callahan (Callahan (Becoming Mrs. LewisBecoming Mrs. Lewis) once again visits) once again visits
the life and works of C.S. Lewis in this enlighteningthe life and works of C.S. Lewis in this enlightening
novel of logic and imagination, faith, and reason…novel of logic and imagination, faith, and reason…
this enchanting novel of faith and hope is a must-this enchanting novel of faith and hope is a must-
read for fans of C.S. Lewis. Readers will be eager toread for fans of C.S. Lewis. Readers will be eager to
return to the world of return to the world of The Chronicles of NarniaThe Chronicles of Narnia with with
new insights.new insights.  

——Library JournalLibrary Journal, starred review, starred review
  

This fiercely imaginative and endearing novel is PattiThis fiercely imaginative and endearing novel is Patti
Callahan’s third in the historical fiction genre…OnceCallahan’s third in the historical fiction genre…Once
Upon a Wardrobe would be a thoughtful gift for fansUpon a Wardrobe would be a thoughtful gift for fans
of C.S. Lewis and for anyone enchanted by storiesof C.S. Lewis and for anyone enchanted by stories
and the unexplained mysteries in them. Perfect forand the unexplained mysteries in them. Perfect for
all ages from young children to adults, this tenderall ages from young children to adults, this tender
tale will make you smile as you turn the last page.tale will make you smile as you turn the last page.  

——Glenda Harris, Glenda Harris, The Bluffton SunThe Bluffton Sun and  and Hilton HeadHilton Head
SunSun  

  

“This is a heartwarming tale about the transformative“This is a heartwarming tale about the transformative
power of books, with engaging and detailedpower of books, with engaging and detailed
descriptions. George’s earnestness and imaginativedescriptions. George’s earnestness and imaginative
nature uplift his family and will charm any reader whonature uplift his family and will charm any reader who
enjoys looking at the stories behind our favoriteenjoys looking at the stories behind our favorite
childhood stories.”childhood stories.”

—Maribeth Fisher, —Maribeth Fisher, BooklistBooklist
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BOOK CLUB PARTY IDEASBOOK CLUB PARTY IDEAS

Bake sugar-topped cakeBake sugar-topped cake

Give out Give out Turkish delights as treatsTurkish delights as treats

Serve hot chocolate in silver gobletsServe hot chocolate in silver goblets

Make snow globesMake snow globes

Pass around photos of Dunluce Castle and discussPass around photos of Dunluce Castle and discuss

how it might have inspired Cair Paravelhow it might have inspired Cair Paravel

Give out bookmarks designed with the lamp postGive out bookmarks designed with the lamp post

and snowand snow

Use a map of Narnia as a placemat or decorationUse a map of Narnia as a placemat or decoration
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RECIPERECIPE

Preheat oven to 325 degrees FPreheat oven to 325 degrees F
Line the bottom of the pan with parchment or waxed paperLine the bottom of the pan with parchment or waxed paper
Sift together the flour, baking powder, and saltSift together the flour, baking powder, and salt
Ream the butter and sugar together until fluffy with an electric mixer or byReam the butter and sugar together until fluffy with an electric mixer or by
handhand
Add the eggs one at a time, beating well after each additionAdd the eggs one at a time, beating well after each addition
Add the flour mixture to the butter and sugar alternately with the milk,Add the flour mixture to the butter and sugar alternately with the milk,
beating just until mixedbeating just until mixed
Fold in the fruit and nutsFold in the fruit and nuts
Pour the batter into the lined panPour the batter into the lined pan
Bake for 1 hour and 15 minutes, until nicely browned and quite firm to theBake for 1 hour and 15 minutes, until nicely browned and quite firm to the
touchtouch
Cool in the pan for 10 minutesCool in the pan for 10 minutes
Remove to a rack and cool completelyRemove to a rack and cool completely
Remove the cake from the pan and frost with sugar (or frosting if youRemove the cake from the pan and frost with sugar (or frosting if you
please)please)
Decorate with candied cherries if you wantDecorate with candied cherries if you want

Sugar-Topped CakeSugar-Topped Cake
From The Official Narnia Cookbook, HarperCollins, November 2013From The Official Narnia Cookbook, HarperCollins, November 2013

  
1 8x2 inch round cake pan1 8x2 inch round cake pan
2 ¼ cups of all purpose flour2 ¼ cups of all purpose flour
1 teaspoon of baking powder1 teaspoon of baking powder
½ teaspoon of salt½ teaspoon of salt
12 tablespoons (1½ sticks) of butter12 tablespoons (1½ sticks) of butter
¾ cup granulated sugar¾ cup granulated sugar
3 large eggs3 large eggs
½ cup milk½ cup milk
1 cup raisins, chopped1 cup raisins, chopped
½ cup currants½ cup currants
¼ cup candied orange peel, finely chopped¼ cup candied orange peel, finely chopped
  

"There was a nice brown egg, lightly boiled, for each of them, and then sardines on toast, and then"There was a nice brown egg, lightly boiled, for each of them, and then sardines on toast, and then
buttered toast, and then toast with honey, and then a sugar-topped cake. And when Lucy was tired ofbuttered toast, and then toast with honey, and then a sugar-topped cake. And when Lucy was tired of
eating, the Faun began to talk. He had wonderful tales to tell of life in the forest."eating, the Faun began to talk. He had wonderful tales to tell of life in the forest."

——The Lion, the Witch and the WardrobeThe Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, C.S. Lewis, C.S. Lewis
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ENCHANTINGENCHANTING narnia narnia
FACTSFACTS

  When C.S. Lewis first started Narnia in 1939, he had WWIIWhen C.S. Lewis first started Narnia in 1939, he had WWII

evacuees living with him at his house called The Kilns. Theevacuees living with him at his house called The Kilns. The

evacuees were three young girls named Margaret, Mary, andevacuees were three young girls named Margaret, Mary, and

Katherine.Katherine.

  Although Lewis put down the book in 1939 to pick it up ten yearsAlthough Lewis put down the book in 1939 to pick it up ten years

later, it only took him three months to write later, it only took him three months to write The Lion, the WitchThe Lion, the Witch

and the Wardrobe.and the Wardrobe.

  When Lewis was a child, he was flipping through an Atlas of theWhen Lewis was a child, he was flipping through an Atlas of the

world and found an Italian city called Narnia. He liked the way itworld and found an Italian city called Narnia. He liked the way it

looked and sounded.looked and sounded.

  The narrator in The narrator in The Lion, the Witch and the WardrobeThe Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe is is

omniscient – talking to the reader directly just as if Lewis’ motheromniscient – talking to the reader directly just as if Lewis’ mother

might do if reading to him at night.might do if reading to him at night.

  When Lewis was a very young child, he and his brother WarrenWhen Lewis was a very young child, he and his brother Warren

had a little end room in the attic of their Belfast home where theyhad a little end room in the attic of their Belfast home where they

would draw pictures of half-human, half-animal characters andwould draw pictures of half-human, half-animal characters and

make up a world they named Boxen.make up a world they named Boxen.

  In the attic of his Belfast childhood home, there sat a wardrobeIn the attic of his Belfast childhood home, there sat a wardrobe

full of coats where Lewis and his brother Warren would hide in itfull of coats where Lewis and his brother Warren would hide in it

to read.to read.

11..
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  Did you ever wonder where Narnia came from?Did you ever wonder where Narnia came from?  

  At the start of the novel, Megs Devonshire doesn’t care much forAt the start of the novel, Megs Devonshire doesn’t care much for

made up stories. Why do you think her heart changed? Have youmade up stories. Why do you think her heart changed? Have you

felt the same? What stories have changed you?felt the same? What stories have changed you?

  George Devonshire is looking for more than facts when he asksGeorge Devonshire is looking for more than facts when he asks

about the origin of Narnia. What do you think he is really asking?about the origin of Narnia. What do you think he is really asking?

What does he really want to know?What does he really want to know?

  As you read about the seven events in Lewis’ life, which one doAs you read about the seven events in Lewis’ life, which one do

you think contributed the most to Narnia? Where do you seeyou think contributed the most to Narnia? Where do you see

these events in his life in the pages of these events in his life in the pages of The Lion, the Witch andThe Lion, the Witch and

the Wardrobethe Wardrobe??

  If you could ask C.S. Lewis anything about Narnia, what would itIf you could ask C.S. Lewis anything about Narnia, what would it

be? Did his stories answer any of those questions for you?be? Did his stories answer any of those questions for you?

  How did you feel about the ending of the story? Would youHow did you feel about the ending of the story? Would you

change it if you could? Was it what you expected?change it if you could? Was it what you expected?

11..

22..

33..

44..

55..

66..

DISCUSSION QUESTIONSDISCUSSION QUESTIONS
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More discussion questions can be found in the back of the book.More discussion questions can be found in the back of the book.
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Originally published October 16, 1950Originally published October 16, 1950
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Once Upon a WardrobeOnce Upon a Wardrobe

“If I could gift George one thing in this life, other than“If I could gift George one thing in this life, other than

a new heart that pumped blood to all the right places,a new heart that pumped blood to all the right places,

it would be this: to give him answers to his questionsit would be this: to give him answers to his questions

about his beloved Narnia.”about his beloved Narnia.”

—Megs Devonshire—Megs Devonshire
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